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Also in this issue, we highlight the work

this issue to the challenges facing

of one of our service technicians, Dirk

the 27 nations that comprise the

Schmelcher, who understands the

European Union – challenges that

demands of plant operators – reliability,

Meeting the clean energy challenge in EU 27

are reflected around the world. GE’s

efficiency and minimal downtime. Dirk

Great product, responsiveness, customer teamwork = biogas boom

technologies are supporting the EU’s

and his colleagues know exactly what

20/20/20 initiative as we provide

is needed to carry out a major overhaul

success story
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companies and utilities there with

GE’s cogeneration technology helps power the Olympic Games

an in-depth portfolio of products and

Pit stop with GE service technicians

solutions.

service
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Good. Better. Platinum!

supply chain

and get an engine back into operation
in record time – as was recently the case
with the Jenbacher combined heat and
power plant at Nürtingen’s public utility

In this edition, we take a look at

company.

combined heat and power (CHP) with
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In love with technology

heat storage plants, and how Germany

On behalf of the entire editorial team, I wish

in particular is backing this technology.

you an exciting and instructive read and look

You’ll also learn about our contributions

forward to receiving your feedback.

to grid stability, and how in Germany and

feedback
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France, energy suppliers must begin to

Yours sincerely,

guarantee that fluctuations in the national

Martina Streiter
Communications

grid do not affect the performance of power

masthead
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generating plants. Italy, too, faces significant
energy generation challenges as it begins

P.S.: Watch for the QR codes in this magazine,

to shift its energy production away from

where you can get even more information

traditional sources to focus on alternative

about these topics._

and renewable energy.
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The wave of the energy future for Europe

Generating power where it’s used,
with supply-side efficiency, is the
key to the energy turnaround

energy to homes and businesses in East London.
CHP technology in our Jenbacher J312 gas engine
has cut CO2 emissions at the Bitburg Brewery in
Germany by an equivalent of 10,000 tons and
saved 10 percent on primary energy consump-

Much of the world is moving away from producing power with dirtier fuels in big, centralized

tion since 2005. A new agricultural biogas power

utility plants to producing cleaner power closer to the end user from a diversified range of fuels.

plant in Rawa Mazowiecka, Poland, runs two

Let’s look at how GE is helping to shape, and accelerate, that transition in Europe.

Jenbacher J320 units that have a total efficiency
of 86.6 percent. And Poland’s largest flower
grower is using our CHP solution to generate
heat and power for its greenhouses, posting
primary energy savings of about 40 percent.

Making investments in the kind of
advanced-technology, supply-side
power generation offerings that
GE provides will certainly pay off –
in the short and the long run.

EcoLoGicaL iNSTEaD oF WaSTED.

THE BRiDGE To ToMoRRoW. In the long term,

Two-thirds of the primary energy used for global

Europe will have to replace its aging, coal-fired

power generation is wasted, since the remainder

fleet with power plants based on renewable

mainly goes to conversion losses, and a small

energy and cleaner-burning fuels. In the short

portion to transmission and distribution losses

term, EU nations can generate low-carbon,

and the plant’s own power generation usage.

efficient energy with supply-side solutions such

SaViNG oN THE SUPPLY SiDE iN GERMaNY. You

This means that overall globall energy efficiency

as more combined heat and power (CHP) for

can see from these examples what the potential

in power supply is as low as 33 percent. But with

district heating applications and waste-heat-to-

is for supply-side energy savings in Europe – and

global energy demand rising over the long term,

power. GE’s Gas Engines business has a portfolio

how GE is helping Europe realize that potential.

it’s essential that we develop ecological energy

of products and solutions that offer advanced

Germany, the linchpin of the energy turnaround

sources that save rather than squander energy.¹

technologies for combined heat and power (CHP),

in Europe and a global role model for that

gas compression, and waste-to-heat electricity

process, is the best case in point: Germany’s goal

The European Union is committed to a strategy

generation; are an ideal fit for these segments;

is to have CHP technology generate every

that builds a more secure and cleaner energy

and they can be readily deployed for

fourth kW hour in that country by 2020. Today

future. It calls for cutting both greenhouse gas

low-emissions power generation.

CHP is responsible for 15 percent of all the kW

emissions and primary energy consumption by
20 percent, as well as boosting energy efficiency
and the renewable share of the energy mix by
20 percent – all by 2020. Moving power generation away from fossil fuels and to alternative fuels
won’t happen overnight. But the best way to

hours being produced there. GE can provide the

The best way to reach our
2020 goals in Europe is to find
efficiencies in the production and
delivery of heat and power – the
supply side of the equation.

solutions to help Germany hit that target, and
there are national regulations in place that create
strong financial incentives for renewables and
CHP projects.
As you can see, changing the way Europe

reach the 2020 goals in Europe is to find efficien-
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creates power requires solutions that are greener,

cies in the production and delivery of heat and

DiVERSiFiED ENERGY SoLUTioNS. GE’s Gas

more efficient, and located near the people

power – the supply side of the equation. Local

Engines business supports supply-side efficiency

being served. The kind of advanced-technology,

and regional governments in Europe are starting

in power projects across the EU. We energized

supply-side power generation offerings that GE

to do that by supporting smaller-scale flexible

the London 2012 Olympics with 10 MW of power,

provides are making that change happen._

projects that use proven, cost-effective

heat and cooling from three Jenbacher J620

technologies.

cogeneration units that will continue to supply

-> DiSTRiBUTED PoWER, WHERE ELEcTRiciTY iS GENERaTED NExT To iTS PoiNT oF USE, iS THE FUTURE FoR EURoPE

¹ International Energy Agency, CHP: Evaluating
the Benefits of Greater Global Investment, 2008.
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Ideal complement to intermittently available wind and solar energy

Germany backs large combined heat and
power (CHP) plants with heat storage
combined heat and power (cHP) plants are a big trend these days – and for good reason. The
generation of power, while simultaneously using the waste heat it produces, is not just highly
efficient, but it also makes sense ecologically by reducing co2 emissions. in addition, cHP plants
equipped with heat storage systems are an ideal complement to intermittently available energy
sources such as wind and solar. That is why plants and, more recently, heat storage
systems receive subsidies in the framework of Germany‘s combined power and heat law.

-> JENBacHER J920 FLExTRA GaS ENGiNES WiTH TWo-STaGE TURBocHaRGiNG

stage turbocharged Jenbacher gas engines,

German government is pursuing its energy ef-

the J624 (4.4 MW) and J920 FleXtra (9.5 MW), are

ficiency and climate protection goals with a spe-

combined with heat storage. Up to a certain

cific subsidy mechanism, similar to that found in

point, heat storage makes it possible to de-

the Renewable Energy Law (EEG) passed in 2000.

couple a continuously required heat supply from

That law laid down guaranteed feed-in tariffs for

power production, thus making more flexible

power generated from renewable sources and

use of the combined heat and power plant. In

thus provided a powerful incentive for their use.

periods when the power supply can be met eas-

RUNNiNG BETTER ToGETHER. Combined heat

ily from renewable energy or during periods with

and power plants are suited to a wide range of

Renewable energy resources such as wind and

low power prices, the CHP plant simply reduces

applications: as district heating plants or for de-

sun have, without doubt, a low environmental

load while the demand for heat is met from heat

centralized supply of power and steam or power

impact, but are not always available. With the

storage. The opposite occurs during periods of

and heat. A common factor in all applications is

accelerating growth of renewable installations,

low heat demand and higher power tariffs, when

the saving of primary energy input over separate

a higher demand for flexible power generation

GE’s gas engines generate power while storing

production. When the engine is in use, the oil,

is required. These plants can be activated during

heat for periods of higher demand.

mixture coolers, and the exhaust heat and waste

periods of low feed-in from renewable sources

- Bart Stoffer, GE Energy Consulting

heat from jacket water cooling all are used as a

or during tariff spikes and, conversely, can be

aN iNVESTMENT THaT PaYS FoR iTSELF. The

source of heat in a CHP plant. Separate power

quickly reduced during spells of high feed-in of

higher flexibility gained through the installation

and heat production – power supply from the

renewable energy or low energy prices.

of a heat storage system has a positive effect

national grid and heat generation using a boiler

on the plant’s profitability. When the CHP is

– consume some 80 percent more primary

switched off during periods of high feed-in from

energy than by combined production.

With the accelerating growth of
renewable installations a higher
demand for flexible power
generating is required.
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“Heat storage raises
not just the efficiency of a CHP
plant, but also reduces the period
of return on investment by
one to two years.”

WiND aND SUN REqUiRE FLExiBiLiTY. The

renewable sources, no gas is being consumed
to produce power and heat. As Bart Stoffer of

25 PERcENT BY 2020. Apart from their top-

GE Energy Consulting puts it in his study for

of-the-class ratings in terms of efficiency and

ecomagination: “Heat storage raises not just the

emissions, Jenbacher CHP plants – particularly

FLExiBLE aND PoWERFUL: cHP PLaNTS WiTH

efficiency of a CHP plant, but also reduces the

in combination with heat storage – are a perfect

HEaT SToRaGE. That is exactly what is offered

period of return on investment by one to two

case for subsidizing the modernization and

by CHP plants in which the two largest two-

years.”

expansion of CHP plants within the framework >

Separate Power and Heat

Combined Power and Heat

Energy Input
179%

Energy Input
100%

Grid lossses

129 units

El. Grid (η = 35%)

45
units

45 units

45
units

45 units

Decentralized Cogen (Nat. Gas)
100 Units

Power Plant

50 units Boiler
(η = 90%)
5 units

Energy losses

Energy
Efficiency

84 units

10 units

89 units

~50%

10 units

-87-90%

44% Primary Energy Savings
~32% CO2 Savings
@430 kg/MWh Grid Emissions

Values are based on performance of natural gas fueled Type 6 CHP units, operating 8,000 OH/year, compared to separate
production of heat by a gas boiler and the delivery of electricity on the German grid (Sources: GE internal info, International Energy Agency)

–> ENERGY SaViNGS iN cHP PLaNTS, WiTH GERMaNY aS THE ExaMPLE (SoURcE: GE, iNTERNaTioNaL ENERGY aGENcY)
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“Jenbacher J624 und J920 FleXtra gas engines with
two-stage turbocharging are ideally suited for use in CHP
plants with heat storage, leading to highly economical
plant operation with low environmental impact.“
– Dr. Peter Pechtl, CEO of VTU Energy, Grambach, Austria

–> JENBacHER GaS ENGiNES J624 aND J920 FLExTRa WiTH TWo-STaGE TURBocHaRGiNG

of Germany’s Combined Heat and Power Law, which came into

reduced tendency for knocking, as well as lower NOx emissions.

force in 2002. This set the target for a quarter of the kilowatt

The newest gas engine fitted with this innovative technology is

hours of power produced in Germany by 2020 to come from CHP

the J920 FleXtra, which has an output of 9.5 MW.

plants.
Two-stage turbocharging also offers advantages for CHP plants,
J624 aND J920 FLExTRa GaS ENGiNES – aGaiN THE iDEaL

improving the total efficiency rating compared to single-stage

SoLUTioN. The two largest Jenbacher gas engines, the J624

turbocharging by about 3 percentage points to 90 percent. This is

(4.4 MW) and the J920 FleXtra (9.5 MW) gas engines with two-

made possible by the higher allowable temperature in the mixture
cooler circuit, which allows for full recovery of the waste

stage turbocharging, are ideally suited for use as CHP plants
with heat storage. This is because GE’s innovative technol-

heat in the heating cycle.

Renewable Energy
Renewable Energy

Renewable Energy
Renewable Energy

ogy makes it possible to reach not only electrical efficiencies of up to 48.7 percent but also a total efficiency of
up to 90 percent. By combining several gas engines
into a multi-gas engine plant, large CHP plants can
be developed to match the demand of public utilities or industrial customers. And because they are
modular, they also achieve a very high efficiency

Heat Storage

when the plant is running at part load.

Heat Storage

Heat Storage
CHP plant

(aT LEaST) TWo aDVaNTaGES oF TWo-STaGE
TURBocHaRGiNG. To raise the specific performance

CHP plant

Heat Storage
CHP plant

CHP plant

“The heat storage enables a high
level of operational flexibility and so
represents an optimal enhancement
for the use of renewable resources
such as wind or solar farms since, in
periods of high feed-in from
renewable energy, heat demand
can be temporarily met
by stored heat.”
– Dr. Peter Pechtl, CEO of VTU Energy, Grambach, Austria

and efficiency ratings and to broaden the operating range,
GE’s Gas Engines division developed two-stage turbocharging

CHP plants receive high scores in the areas of efficiency, econ-

for the new generation of Jenbacher gas engines – with a new

omy and environmental compatibility. In combination with heat

combustion process and clearly optimized Miller technology. The

storage, they operate extremely flexibly, which qualifies the plants

latter allows an extended phase of mixture-cooling during the

for an even wider range of applications. Once more,

expansion period and thereby reduces the mixture temperature
in the cylinder. The result is a lower process temperature with

07

GE’s Gas Engines division, with our large engines and two-stage
–>

cHP PLaNT oPERaTioN WiTH HEaT SToRaGE iN coNJUNcTioN WiTH RENEWaBLE PoWER GENERaTioN

turbocharging, is well ahead of the field._
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GE Announces reUp program
for Waukesha gas engines
an engine is only as good as the parts inside it, and major engine failures are often the result
of a single part out of sync. GE’s Waukesha gas engines remanufactured parts program, reUp*,
provides customers with parts that will deliver the same – or better – level of
performance when compared to the original parts. Using advanced
technologies and an exacting remanufacturing process, reUp parts
work seamlessly with other Waukesha gas engine parts to increase
performance and reduce the risks of equipment failure and unplanned
downtime for service.

–> WaUkESHa VHP GaS ENGiNE

DEVELoPED To iNcREaSE LoNG-TERM aVaiL-

they are protected from the elements and can

can put the engine’s reliability at risk, reUp parts

aBiLiTY. With GE’s Waukesha units supporting

be installed right out of the box. “Throughout the

are designed and engineered to GE standards

gas compression and power generation projects

remanufacturing process, the reUp remanufac-

and specifications for Waukesha gas engines,

around the world, the new reUp program is

tured part receives the same level of care as a

and each part carries the same 12-month war-

intended to increase the long-term availability

new GE part so that it delivers performance that

ranty as a new part.

and reliability of the engines so that customers

is equal to or better than the original compo-

can meet their production goals. GE is not just

nent,” says Bob Hutchinson, global services

REDUcED ENViRoNMENTaL iMPacT. The reUp

offering reconditioned parts; reUp parts will per-

leader for Waukesha gas engines. “Our custom-

program delivers ever-increasing efficiencies

form as well as or better than the original parts.

ers are getting the highest level of quality that

and energy savings for peak performance while

Not only will the components be remanufactured

GE builds into its gas engines.”

also sharply reducing environmental impact.
Emissions are lessened by reducing the need

to their original specifications, but they also will

methodically disassembled so that GE can

inspection to detect potential issues that may

cost-effectively salvage the components that are

compromise field performance.

“Throughout the remanufacturing
process, the reUp remanufactured
part receives the same level of care
as a new GE part so that it
delivers performance that is
equal to or better than the
original component.”

remanufacturable. A thorough cleaning delivers

Assembly of the product is supported by check

– Bob Hutchinson, global services leader for Waukesha gas engines

an uncontaminated final product while remov-

sheets and process control documents through

aN ExacTiNG PRocESS To ExTEND ENGiNE

ing debris and dirt to expose potential hidden

each step of the remanufacturing process. All

NoT JUST a REcoNDiTioNED PaRT. Engine

LiFESPaN. The reUp program uses advanced

defects. All parts are carefully inspected – often

of the critical checks and measurements are

uptime is important to our customers, and that’s

technologies and an exacting remanufacturing

with multiple tests and measurements. Original

recorded, down to the serial number of the

why GE’s reUp program offers parts that are

process to produce competitively priced parts

part dimensions and tolerances are used to

tools used. Before leaving the factory, every

remanufactured, not just reconditioned. Non-

that can increase performance and uptime and

ensure the correct specifications are being met.

reUp part is comprehensively inspected. Each

original parts are not designed as part of a total

extend the lifespan of a Waukesha gas engine.

The remanufacturing process includes several

result is recorded and stored electronically for

engine solution, and therefore, they could impact

The process starts with the return of a product

advanced technologies such as dye penetration,

quick access and reference. Parts are painted

other parts on the engine as well as overall

at the end of its life. The part is completely and

magnetic particle inspection, and boroscope

or preserved and carefully packaged to ensure

engine performance. So, while non-original parts

incorporate the latest engineering updates.

GE’s new reUp program is
intended to increase the
long-term availability and
reliability of the engines so that
customers can meet their
production goals.
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to use raw materials for new parts.
The reUp program is being offered in North

–> VHP SERiES 4 aND VGF cYLiNDER HEaDS

America, but ultimately will be available globally. Four products are available with the initial

Service

launch – VHP Series 4 and VGF cylinder heads,
and VHP and VGF connecting rods. Additional

Tools

products will be added in 2013. reUp parts are
available from GE’s Waukesha gas engines sales
and service providers in North America._

Parts
* Trademark of the General Electric Company

Training
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How Jenbacher gas engines contribute to grid stability

Blackouts are so yesterday
a new era began in 2013 for German energy suppliers who work with reciprocating engine technology. That’s
when they had to start guaranteeing that fluctuations in the national grid would not affect the performance of
power generating plants and that the power plants, conversely, would contribute to network stability. The new
requirements also pose novel challenges for the gas engines industry. GE has been meeting these challenges for
some time by making a significant contribution to the stable, decentralized power supply of the future with our
Jenbacher gas engines.

STRicT REGULaTioNS, STRoNG GRiD. Known as

energy policy. With the exit from nuclear power

developed innovative technologies which will

“grid code,” the new power supply network and

has come a boom in alternative energy, and grid

be available for new Jenbacher gas engines in

system regulations for reciprocating engines

stability represents a much larger challenge for

2013, as well as on engines overhauled in the

issued by Germany’s Federal Association of

small-scale feeders such as cogeneration plants,

Jenbacher Overhaul Technology Center.

Energy and Water Industries (BDEW) took effect

wind farms or photovoltaic collectors, than it did

In France, GE’s first Jenbacher plant anywhere in

on January 1, 2013. The new rules demand that

for large-scale, stable power-generating plants.

Europe to support complete dynamic stability of

every power supplier feeding into the grid must
react within milliseconds to a voltage drop in the
network and not drop out even during possible
grid instability. Those unable to guarantee this
will not be allowed to feed into the public grid.
Until the new regulation, even a voltage drop of
very short duration could cause a power plant
to be cut off from the grid. This could set off a
“domino” effect in the affected region, with the
network threatening to break down and set off a
total collapse, i.e., the much-feared blackout.
FiRST GERMaNY, THEN EURoPE. Germany is not
alone in creating new grid code requirements for
the dynamic stabilization of the grid, but it is a
step ahead of the rest of Europe, where similar
regulations are expected to become effective
in the near future. It is just a question of time
before this issue has global repercussions.

-> a VoLTaGE DRoP oF VERY SHoRT DURaTioN coULD SET oFF a “DoMiNo” EFFEcT

the grid, and thus comply with the new regula-

“This development is of
greater significance beyond
Germany, since the rules for
decentralized energy supply for
complete dynamic stability
of the grid will, in the future,
be relevant across Europe.
The new grid code-conforming
technology of the
Jenbacher gas engines makes
a great contribution to power
security and power quality
and so represents a major
building block of the decentralized
energy supply of the future.
It is the answer to grid stability in
this energy transition.”
– Volker Schulte, general manager of engineering

tion, began operation in 2010. Located in Mâcon,
some 60 km north of Lyon, this combined heat
and power plant was equipped with three
Jenbacher gas engines.
With our new grid code-conforming technology, GE‘s Gas Engines business is making an
important contribution to grid stability and to
the decentralized power supply of the future._

facts and figures:
• No outage during grid fluctuations
• Static and dynamic grid support in line with the
BDEW‘s medium-voltage directive
• contribution to the stable, decentralized power
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STaBiLiTY aND ENERGY USE. Germany‘s

NEW JENBacHER ENGiNES REaDY FoR 2013. To

pioneering role aligns with the country‘s shift in

comply with the grid code regulations, GE has

supply of the future
• No “domino” effect in case of system incident

-> WiTH DYNaMic GRiD, STaBiLizaTioN BLackoUTS aRE So YESTERDaY
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Change of legislation leads to new or enhanced business
opportunities for combined heat and power sector

Potential impact of the forthcoming
energy efficiency directive
in 2004, the original combined heat and power (cHP) directive created a harmonized framework for the promotion of the combined heat and power principle. at that time, European decision-makers were very optimistic
that cogeneration could double its share in the power mix by 2020. actual growth has proven to be very limited
and pushed Europe to reassess the effectiveness of the cHP legislation and then to propose a new directive. This
event represents a milestone for the cHP sector.

PUBLiSHiNG THE NEW LEGiSLaTioN.

felt for the next two years or so, as implemen-

year among end-users. Implementation of this

In November 2012, new legislation in the field

tation commences. To summarize, this Directive

article would lead to the establishment of a

of energy efficiency was published in the official

brings forward legally binding measures to

demand for energy services and would deliver a

journal of the European Union. This formally

step up member states’ efforts to use energy

significant share of the energy savings targeted

marked the end of more than a year of difficult

more efficiently at all stages of the energy chain

by the EED.

negotiations between the 27 member states and

– from the transformation of energy and its

the European Parliament. While the final provi-

distribution to its final consumption. Measures

sions contained in the Energy Efficiency Directive

include the legal requirement to establish

(EED) are less ambitious than originally proposed

energy efficiency obligations schemes or policy

by the European Commission, this legislation has

measures in all member states. These will drive

potential to increase the role of CHP. During the

energy efficiency improvements in house-

past months, COGEN Europe worked very closely

holds, industries and transport sectors. This

with decision-makers to ensure that the CHP-

new legal environment will raise the profile of

BENEFiTTiNG FRoM THE caRRoT. Regard-

related elements of that legislation represent

energy-efficient solutions such as CHP in homes,

ing CHPs, Article 14 – “Promotion of efficiency

an added value for the sector. As this legislation

commercial buildings, small- and medium-sized

in heating and cooling” – sets an obligation to

repealed the existing combined heat and power

enterprises, and industries.

approach heating and cooling in an integrated

(CHP) Directive, COGEN Europe fought to carry

way. Concretely, it means that member states

forward unchanged the existing definitions,

ESTaBLiSHiNG a DEMaND FoR ENERGY

will have to identify and forecast heat demand

reference values and other calculation methods.

SERVicES. With the new legislation, govern-

and waste heat streams today and in the 2020

ments will need to set their own national energy

and 2030 horizons, and subsequently assess the

efficiency targets supported by an action plan

potential for high-efficiency cogeneration and

for energy efficiency (in 2014, in 2017 and in

efficient district heating and cooling needed to

2020). This action plan will elaborate on mea-

meet this demand. To keep the administrative

sures contained in the EED. Its Article 7, said to

burden to a minimum, only installations above

be the master piece of this Directive, calls for

20 MW thermal input are targeted by the

DRiViNG ENERGY EFFiciENcY iMPRoVEMENTS.

an energy efficiency obligation scheme, which

obligations at this stage. Of importance is

Even though the official “birth” of the EED has

requires energy retailers or distributors to save

the use of the cost-effectiveness criterion

taken place, changes on the ground will not be

1.5 percent of their sales from their previous

throughout this process. >

For companies involved in the
energy business but also for any
energy consumer, significant
changes are expected.

13

The new legislation aims at
establishing a demand for energy
services and delivering a large
portion of the energy savings
targeted by the EED.

–> THE GERMaN STock ExcHaNGE iN FRaNkFURT coUNTS oN GE`S JENBacHER coMBiNED HEaT aND PoWER TEcHNoLoGY
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-> THE FiRST oF THREE 2 MW JENBacHER cHP SYSTEMS HaS BEEN iNSTaLLED aT THE oNSiTE ENERGY cENTER iN kiNG`S cRoSS, iN cENTRaL LoNDoN

For the CHP manufacturers and potential

tions in Article 7. It should also be noted that

customers alike, this new approach to meet-

member states may decide to translate this

ing energy demand should deliver significant

“energy system” approach, methodologies plus

primary energy savings and trigger business

processes, to the promotion of CHPs below the

opportunities. With the idea that multiple

20 MW threshold.

benefits accrue at societal level, member states
will need to take adequate measures to accommodate the development of CHP. The form of
those can range from supportive feed-in tariffs

The issuing of this Directive is not
an end in itself. Making it work is
the real challenge!

coGEN Europe, the European association

schemes to stringent urban spatial planning
THiS iS oNLY THE BEGiNNiNG. While the EED

for the promotion of cHP, is made up of

may seem to be a complex legislation, the

70 members from 23 countries. its principal

direction it gives is clearly a positive one for the

goal is to work toward the wider use of cogene-

CHP sector. However, the extent to which the

ration in Europe for an ecological energy

CHP sector will benefit from the Directive will be

future. To achieve this goal, coGEN Europe

linked to the quality of its implementation and

works at the EU level and with member states

It is also expected that in countries (of rather

particularly to the degree of support it receives

to develop ecological energy policies and

rules, i.e., from carrots to sticks.

Large industries and utilities alike
should benefit from carrots to
adopt CHPs.

small size) with little knowledge or experience

from the authorities. The entire CHP sector must

remove unnecessary barriers to the implemen-

Bild ist querformatig, passt also nicht gut in ein

on energy (heat in particular) planning, future

work together to turn the EED into an effective

tation of cogeneration. in addition to being

hochformatigen Bildrahmen.

energy policies will be positively influenced by

and conducive tool to promote CHP._

involved in a wide range of functions, coGEN

Passt farblich nicht schön in das Layout.
Können wir kein Bildmotiv mit Aussenansicht von den
Stadtwerken Rosenheim verwenden?

this Directive.

Europe is also recognized for organizing

On the side lines, other interesting provisions

Europe’s largest annual cogeneration event.

require capitals to encourage the promotion of

Author

coGEN Europe is located in the European

demand response and the participation of CHPs

-> THE MUNiciPaL UTiLiTY RoSENHEiM coUNTS oN JENBacHER cHP PLaNTS To PRoViDE EcoNoMicaL, TEcHNicaL aND EcoLoGicaL HiGH EFFiciENT HEaT aND PoWER To THE ciTizENS
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facts and figures:

in electricity balancing services areas. Further-

aRNaUD DUViELGUERBiGNY

district of Brussels and is comprised of five per-

more, there will be opportunities at the national

Head of Policy at

manent employees led by Dr. Fiona Riddoch.

level for supply-side energy efficiency measures

coGEN Europe

to count toward the achievement of the obliga-

For more information visit www.cogeneurope.eu
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GE’s Waukesha 275GL+ gas engines make the grade

Reliable power, high in
the Andes Mountains
With their high-power, high-altitude capabilities, minimal environmental impact, and the Waukesha reputation for reliability,
GE’s new Waukesha 275GL+ gas engines were recently selected
for the critical mission of moving natural gas liquids across the
andes Mountains.

ExPaNDiNG PiPELiNE caPaciTY iN THE aMa-

NGLs across hundreds of miles from a very high

TgP has VHP engines running up to 13,410 ft.

zoN. Deep in the remote jungles of the

mountain range and some of the most remote,

(4,087 m), and they are meeting expectations

Peruvian Amazon is Camisea, South America’s

least-inhabited places in South America to

for reliability and performance even at that ex-

most important natural gas reserve. To meet

major cities where most of our population

tremely high altitude. To date Petroaceros has

the growing demand for natural gas, the

resides, so we can’t afford significant downtime.

delivered 27 Waukesha engines to TgP and has

Peruvian government has begun expanding

We ran through the engine’s operating range

orders for one additional 275GL+ pump driver,

the pipeline capacity for bringing natural gas

and have tested both emergency and standard

two VHPs for power generation, and three more

and natural gas liquids (NGLs) from Camisea

shutdowns. We are very pleased with the

for power generation at a compression station

across the Central Andes highlands to the more

operation and the results.”

in another location._

densely populated coast. The project includes
a pumping station at an elevation of 5,500 ft.

HaNDLiNG THE HiGH ELEVaTioN. “Altitude is

(1,700 m).

key here, too. The 275GL+ provides the power
we need at this elevation,” says Miguel Peralta,

a NEED FoR RELiaBLE GaS FLoW. Transporta-

business manager for Petroaceros, the

dora de Gas del Peru (TgP), a consortium of

Waukesha gas engines channel partner that

local and international stakeholders, is design-

has worked with TgP for more than a decade.

ing, building and operating the new pipeline.

“There really is no other gas engine in this

TgP’s expansion project coordinator, Jesus

power range that can handle the high altitude

Santeliz, tells why the Waukesha engines were

and meet our region’s demands from an

chosen:

emissions standpoint. This project is a great
application for Waukesha engines.”

performance-based economic analysis and our
desire to standardize our fleet with Waukesha.
GE’s Waukesha gas engines are known for
being reliable, and that has always been our
experience. We are bringing natural gas and

17

• Three pumps, each driven by a
3,625 hp (2.7 MW)
Waukesha 12V 275GL+ engine

“We chose the 12V 275GL+ gas engine for
this pump drive application after a detailed,

facts and figures:

“There really is no other gas
engine in this power range
that can handle the high altitude
and meet our region’s demands
from an emissions standpoint.”
– Miguel Peralta, business manager, Petroaceros

• Two pumps in continuous duty operation
• one pump on standby
• Maximum combined capacity of the three
units: 594,000 gallons (2,248,534 liter) of NGL
per hour, enough to fill an olympic-sized
swimming pool in less than 60 minutes

-> oNLY aBoUT 62 Mi (100 kM) FRoM MacHU PiccHU iS caMiSEa, SoUTH aMERica‘S MoST iMPoRTaNT NaTURaL GaS RESERVE
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In sync with customers in

Italy
Gas Engines subsidiary provides reliable, fast, efficient service

L

ike every other national subsidiary of GE’s

Gas Engines business, GE Jenbacher Italy offers

GE Jenbacher Italy can identify and respond so

generated from biogas in 2009 to 28 cents per

PRoDUcT aND SERVicE ExcELLENcE.

quickly to those needs.

kWh for 15 years – making it the highest such

GE Jenbacher Italy supports its customers

tariff in Europe – GE Jenbacher Italy responded

on the product and service front with the kind

a superlative array of products that serve niche
segments and have the flexibility to accommo-

Reliable and efficient service down to the

nimbly with CSA Platinum, a 15-year agreement

of flexibility that is typified by CSA Platinum but

date a broad range of applications. The business

last detail. Once an engine is commissioned,

that saves biomass, time and money for cus-

extends well beyond that offering. It reaches

also meets its customers’ needs with a special

GE Jenbacher Italy takes thorough, painstaking

tomers, provides thorough and intensive outage

a diverse customer base that has special-

contractual service agreement (CSA) covering

care of it. Technicians pay relentless attention

service, and greatly enhances engine reliability

ized application challenges with wastewater,

a palette of dependable, efficient services that

to every equipment part and function during

and availability.

landfill, and combined heat and power (CHP) gas

support power plant operations throughout the

all phases of the engine’s life, with fine

whole life cycle of the engine, from commission-

tuning designed to extract the best possible

Being in harmony with customers.

The installed fleet in Italy, which tops 1,300

ing to overhaul.

performance. An excellent example of this

Since GE Jenbacher Italy knows its customers so

gas engines, is in excellent hands; our widely

exceptional service ethic is the CSA Platinum

well, it provides them with solutions that are

dispersed, localized group of 37 field service

that GE Jenbacher Italy developed in response

tailored to their specific requirements and help

engineers averages 15 years of experience in

to a change in national government policy.

them adapt to shifting business conditions over

maintaining the Jenbacher gas engines that

When Italy raised the feed-in tariff for electricity

time.

dominate GE’s power generation portfolio in

GE Jenbacher Italy reaches a
diverse customer base that has
specialized application
challenges with wastewater,
landfill, and combined heat and
power (CHP) gas engines.

Italy, while GE sales and service providers take
care of the Waukesha gas engines.
GE Jenbacher italy

Because GE Jenbacher Italy understood the full

Year established

1988

import of the adjustment in tariff levels three

Jenbacher/Waukesha installed fleet

More than 1,300 gas engines. Since 2009, more
than 400 biogas engines

expertise assets of the Gas Engines business to

Total Jenbacher/Waukesha electrical
output

1,000 MW from Jenbacher engines. Since 2009,
more than 400 MW from Jenbacher biogas engines
and Waukesha biogas engines

subsidiary in Italy has commissioned more than

developed close and collaborative relationships

Number of employees

82

technology is typical of the precise alignment to

with its customers that demonstrate an almost

Number of field service engineers

37 Jenbacher employees. Sales and service
providers maintain Waukesha engines

customer requirements GE Jenbacher Italy has

THE SEcRETS oF SUccESS. There are a
few basic reasons for the success that
GE Jenbacher Italy has enjoyed during the
past quarter century.
intimacy and speed. The Italian subsidiary has

intuitive sense of customer needs. That’s why

19

engines.

years ago, it positioned the equipment and
make the most of that change: Since then, our
400 of GE’s biogas engines to agricultural farms.
That aggressive and targeted deployment of

provided ever since it was founded in 1988._
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Francesco Dattilo, general manager, Southern Europe

Combining preparation with
opportunity to meet energy
generation needs in Italy
as general manager for Southern Europe for GE’s Gas Engines business,
FRaNcESco DaTTiLo is in the forefront of GE’s customer-centric initiatives to help
italy produce more of its own energy, and to do it with fewer emissions and more
efficiency. He sat down recently with cogen to discuss the energy generation
landscape in italy, and how GE is navigating it.

cogen: What are the energy generation chal-

than 2,000 remunerated hours for CCPP. And

lenges in Italy?

RES is troublesome for the national transmission

Francesco Dattilo: First and foremost, Italy is

and distribution grid, because that grid is not de-

trying to do more to confront climate change.

signed to handle unpredictable flows of energy.

As in many other EU member states, EU 2020

So, when you combine the effects of high natural

targets relating to greenhouse gas emissions,

gas prices, a large CCPP segment that has very

renewable energies and energy efficiency

little flexibility and very low compensated

strongly influence Italian energy policy. Italy is

hours, and grid limitations, you get an LCOE

still far from hitting those targets, however, since

(levelized cost of electricity, or the cost to pro-

most electricity in Italy is produced from fossil

duce the power) in Italy that is very high – even

fuel-powered plants.

twice that of other countries. The consequence

Italy also has an overcapacity problem with

is that it’s more convenient for Italy to import

its large baseload power generation. We have

electricity than to generate its own power. It’s

about 110 GW of installed power generation

incredible, but unfortunately, it’s true.

capacity in Italy. More than 20 GW of it is in

21

unpredictable renewable energy sources (RES);

How do legislative changes challenge GE in

10 GW is in hydropower; 8 GW is in coal plants;

Italy? Since 2009, the Italian government has

about 45 GW is in large, natural gas-fueled,

strongly encouraged the production of energy

high-efficiency combined cycle power plants

using resources that will make the country less

(CCPP); and the remaining 25 GW is in other

dependent on fossil fuels, such as coal and oil

types of plants. In 2010, the electric load was

and gas. As a result, the biogas power segment

just 50 GW, with 56 GW of peak load, and the

has been booming for us in Italy. We have sold

load declined in 2011 to 45 GW because of the

400 biogas engines with more than 400 MW

economic downturn. This means the average

(536,408 BHP) of output to agricultural plants in

capacity factor in Italy is usually well below

the country.

50 percent. Since dispatching privileges follow

Investors’ worries about additional governmen-

the lowest cost of fuel, most of that 45 GW of

tal regulations are unfounded; the government

FRaNcESco DaTTiLo,

load came through RES and coal, leaving fewer

has no past record of retroactive changes to

GENERaL MaNaGER FoR SoUTHERN EURoPE

-> VENicE aND iTS LaGooN aRE PaRT oF THE MaNY UNESco WoRLD HERiTaGE SiTES iN iTaLY
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100,000 barrels per day, satisfies only a limited
amount of domestic consumption. In the last decade, declining natural gas production in Italy has
combined with increased domestic consumption to make Italy more reliant on gas imports,
which arrive mainly by pipeline. Now, natural gas,
renewable sources and solid fuels are gradually
replacing oil for electricity generation. End-user
energy consumption, especially electricity consumption, is growing, with industry using more
energy than any other sector. While Italy’s energy
intensity – the energy you burn to produce a particular good, such as aluminum – is below the EU
27 average, its CO₂emission intensity – the carbon
dioxide you generate to produce that good – is
slightly above the EU 27 average.
What will be the main fuel source for new power plants in Italy? Natural gas, biomass, wood
and agricultural by-products. These fuel sources
have less environmental impact, and hopefully
such resources will progressively replace coal
and heavy fuel.
Natural gas-based CHP is promising because

–> JENBacHER J312 GaS ENGiNE

electrical energy transport costs are high, so
industrial customers will want to get as much
a project. In fact, new renewable energy laws

needs highly efficient, flexible, distributed power

energy efficiency as possible by adding CHP

enacted by the Italian government this past

generation, possibly combined with power stor-

plants. Conditions also are favorable for district

summer will create additional incentives for

age, to cope with the high cost of energy for the

heating and civil CHP applications. Global

biogas use.

industrial sector. GE’s Gas Engines business, for

economic pressures will compel industry to find

example, is pioneering technologies that can ef-

savings like these.

Why is distributed power good for Italy?

ficiently use not only natural gas but also harness

Systematic exploitation of waste heat from

Distributed power allows businesses and

waste – be it heat, animal manure or wood – in

any possible source to produce electricity is

communities – no matter where they are

order to produce fuel-flexible, efficient power.

environmentally a no-brainer. Unfortunately,
not all possible applications are encouraged by

located – to access efficient, reliable power, on
or off the grid. It also brings certainty to uncertain

How does our subsidiary GE Jenbacher Italy

current legislation. So, we have concentrated our

situations, because it allows businesses and

make sure it succeeds? If I may, allow me to

attention on biomass projects – taking the heat

communities to become their own energy

quote Seneca, who said something close to, “Luck

from a biomass boiler to generate energy with

suppliers and ensure they have the power

is what happens when preparation meets oppor-

GE’s Clean Cycle* system. Banks are becoming

they need, when they need it.

tunity.” That is how we ensure our success: We

more flexible in accepting “biomass availability”

have great products and talented people who

as a key asset to justify investments in small

Is demand for distributed power growing in

react flexibly to customer needs and legislative

agricultural farms and family businesses.

Italy? The emerging shift in energy production

changes, offer highly reliable service after instal-

Syngas will be popular, too. There is great

away from traditional sources is creating an

lation – right down to the smallest detail – with

potential in applications that use wood gas and

increased focus on the role of alternative and

relentless attention and passion, and always are

other gases from homogeneous organic wastes,

renewable energy, and there is a large, untapped

close to our customers and collaborate very

and we have excellent and referenced products

potential for the development of highly efficient,

effectively with them.

capable to exploit this type of fuel.

power plants in Italy.

How important are natural gas and landfill gas

In general, how do you judge the energy growth

When you consider that RES are still growing,

to Italy? Since Italy has limited domestic energy

potential for Italy? We foresee a dynamic move-

and will, in any case, be a large component of

resources and no nuclear plants, it is highly

ment where engineering, procurement and con-

the generation mix of the future, and that grid

dependent on energy imports from a few coun-

struction companies (EPCs) go global, exporting

development will require heavy investments

tries that are often considered to be “politically

during the next decade, it’s clear that Italy surely

unreliable.” Domestic production, which is about

combined heat and power (CHP) and waste-to-

their know-how and capabilities – and GE’s Gas
->

TUScaNY‘S EcoNoMY iS cHaRacTERizED BY ToURiSM, WiNE-GRoWiNG aND THE PRoDUcTioN oF oLiVE oiL

Engines business will support them._
* Trademark of the General Electric Company
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HEaDqUaRTERS
aUSTRia
jenbacher.info@ge.com
Service Hotline: +43 5244 600 3000

SaLES aND SERVicE SUBSiDiaRiES
DENMaRk
jenbacher.scandinavia@ge.com
Service Hotline: +45 7027 8866
GERMaNY
jenbacher.germany@ge.com
Service Hotline: +49 7000 536 2224
iTaLY
assistenza.jenbacher@ge.com
Service Hotline: +39 335 523 2787
SPaiN aND PoRTUGaL
jenbacher.iberica@ge.com
Service Hotline: +34 91 658 6800
THE NETHERLaNDS
jenbacher.netherlands@ge.com
Service Hotline: +31 88 001 9777

SERVicE SUBSiDiaRiES
aUSTRia, czEcH REPUBLic,
HUNGaRY, SLoVakia, SLoVENia
jenbacher.cc@ge.com
Service-Hotline: +43 676 8944 1337

JENBacHER cHaNNEL PaRTNER
Belgium, Bulgaria, Estonia, Finland, France,
Greece, ireland, Latvia, Lithuania, Poland,
Romania, Slovenia, Switzerland, Sweden,
United kingdom

WaUkESHa cHaNNEL PaRTNER
austria, Belgium, croatia, Germany,
Greece, italy, Netherlands, Poland,
–>
25

THE ENERGY TURNaRoUND cHaRacTERizES GERMaNY`S LaNDScaPE aS MoRE RENEWaBLE iNSTaLLaTioNS aPPEaR

Switzerland, United kingdom
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EU 27
Meeting the cleaner energy challenge in

GE technologies provide the energy-efficiency answers

E

nergy production creates 80 percent of all greenhouse gas

helping Europe produce abundant, cleaner energy,”

(GHG) emissions in the 27-member European Union. The EU is

points out Ferdinando Beccalli-Falco, president and CEO of

committed to cutting those emissions deeply enough to limit the

GE Europe. “First and foremost, we provide the advanced, energy-

global temperature rise to 2°C over pre-industrial levels, but that

saving technologies, such as the FlexEfficiency 50 combined-cycle

will require supply-side energy efficiencies that curtail waste in

power plant, that combine unsurpassed flexibility and efficiency.

energy production and delivery. Those efficiencies are possible

We also partnered with the Assembly of European Regions (AER)

with the kind of cost-effective, reliable power generation tech-

on a study of regional energy investments that championed

nologies that GE deploys.

a shift toward localized supply-side energy initiatives.” With
a focus on three countries – the United Kingdom, France and

EU 27 countries are pursuing
the 20/20/20 goals of boosting energy
efficiency and cutting emissions by 20 percent
while generating 20 percent of all power
from renewable sources by 2020.

Poland – that span the European energy spectrum, the AER study
spotlights the benefits of power production and delivery solutions
such as switching fuel from coal to natural gas, power plant optimization, combined heat and power (CHP), waste heat capture,
and smart grid technologies. For example, in Poland, where
95 percent of the electricity is generated from coal, a GE 9F-5

RESPoNDiNG To cLiMaTE cHaNGE. Even faced with budgetary

series gas turbine and generator will power that country’s largest

constraints on regional energy policies, EU 27 countries are

gas-fired plant, a 450 MW facility in Stalowa Wola.

pursuing the 20/20/20 goals of boosting energy efficiency and

GE’s energy-saving, emissions-cutting technology footprint is

cutting emissions by 20 percent while generating 20 percent of

planted broadly and deeply in the EU, where the total installed

all power from renewable sources by 2020. They are respond-

Jenbacher and Waukesha fleets number 9,000 gas engines and

ing to the challenge of climate change mitigation with innova-

generate more than 11,000 MW.

tions such as energy performance contracts, free trade, green

In the UK alone, GE delivers power to 55 million people, thanks to

certificates, field agreements to help local industry align with a

a total installed gas engine fleet capacity of 1,000 engines with a

European GHG trading scheme, and specialized regional energy-

capacity of more than 1,000 MW and smart grid solutions. Three

conversion agencies that encourage ecological, greener-energy

J620 cogeneration units furnished 10 MW of power, heating and

projects.

cooling for energy centers in the Stratford City and Kings Yard
sections of the Olympic Park during the 2012 Olympic Games

a BRoaD aND DEEP FooTPRiNT. “GE plays a multi-faceted role in

27

and Paralympic Games in London, and that energy is now

>

-> GERMaNY HaS THE LaRGEST DEPLoYMENT oF JENBacHER GaS ENGiNES iN EURoPE, WHERE SoME 2,300-PLUS UNiTS GENERaTE MoRE THaN 1,500 MW
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–> THE PoRT oF HaMBURG iS THE SEcoND LaRGEST PoRT iN EURoPE (aS oF 2012)
available to East London’s business and residential areas.

GE’s energy-saving, emissions-cutting
technology footprint is planted broadly and
deeply in the EU, where the total installed
Jenbacher and Waukesha fleets generate
more than 11,000 MW for more
than 16 million homes.
Two of London’s most venerable hospitals, Guy’s and St. Thomas,
each use a J620 gas engine to save more than €1.5 million in
energy costs and reduce CO2 emissions by almost 11,300 tons per
year. Three 2 MW Jenbacher CHP engines will power the sprawling King’s Cross development in central London and provide it
with heat through a district heating system that will discharge
up to 60 percent fewer emissions than in 2001.
Germany, meanwhile, has the largest deployment of
Jenbacher gas engines in Europe, where some 2,300-plus units

29

installed since the 1980s generate more than 1.5 GW.

LocaL ENERGY coNVERSioN iNiTiaTiVES. Throughout Europe

can account for up to 35 percent of the 20 percent reduction in

Two Jenbacher J420 cogeneration systems are achieving

provincial stakeholders are meeting the climate change challenge

carbon emissions and up to 30 percent of the 20 percent cut in

83.6 percent total energy efficiency at the BMW Group’s light alloy

with imaginative energy conversion efforts. Indeed, a survey by

primary energy consumption those countries intend to achieve

foundry in the Bavarian town of Landshut, and the waste heat is

GE and Delta of its regions found that 77 percent of them employ

by 2020.

heating the foundry and supporting its production operations.

environment-saving, energy generation strategies that can create

More than 1,300 GE gas engines have been installed in Italy, and

a low-carbon economy by growing many new jobs, skills and

HiGH coSTS, HiGH Roi. Putting these solutions in play will be

since 2009, subsidiary GE Jenbacher Italy has commissioned

profitable economic clusters of activity. Distributed power, where

costly. EU countries must spend €270 billion to meet their 2050

more than 400 biogas engines to agricultural farms there.

electricity is generated next to its point of use, is a localization-

energy objectives, and that amount will need to be raised through

based format that uses technologies in which GE is heavily

energy and carbon taxes, energy-saving mandates for utilities,

involved, such as cogeneration (with gas turbines), reciprocating

and/or more and better financing options that can sustain the

engines, and – at times – renewable systems for photovoltaic,

long payback periods for large supply-side projects. But if the

wind, and thermal power.

required level of investment is great, so is the anticipated return

Our distributed power solutions, ranging from 100 kW to 100 MW,

on it. In addition to the anticipated savings in emissions and effi-

let countries use more of their own energy resources to meet

ciency, in just five years, the renewable energy industry in Europe

domestic needs. Again, supply-side efficiency is critical to these

has almost doubled its workforce, from 230,000 to 550,000 – and

activities’ successes, and the study on which GE and Delta

that total will likely continue to grow._

Distributed power, where electricity is
generated next to its point of use, is
a localization-based format that
uses technologies in which
GE is heavily involved, such as cogeneration
(with gas turbines), reciprocating engines,
and – at times – renewable systems
for photovoltaic, wind,
and thermal power.

collaborated shows the possible outcome of this approach in the
U.K., France and Poland. It estimates that supply-side options
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Great product,
responsiveness,
customer teamwork = biogas boom

cogen

GE’s Gas Engines business made those placements happen quickly
and easily, with excellent coordination from headquarters in
Jenbach, Austria, and solid management from the global
supply chain to deliver the engines on time.

Thanks to a positive change in italy’s energy policies three years ago, GE Jenbacher italy was able to create a booming business for
GE’s biogas engines. The italian subsidiary built that success on three factors – the outstanding Jenbacher gas engines technology,
tremendous execution within the business, and close collaboration and communication with GE customers.

W

ith a strong network of power genera-

mand to apply feed-in tariffs to heat utilization. In

Natural gas in CHP applications will be appealing

tion customers in Italy, and gas engines

addition, new laws that Italy passed last summer

because the high cost of transporting electrical

that had proven themselves as high-efficiency,

to cover all renewable technologies include a cut

energy will make savings-conscious industrial

low-emissions energy producers, GE was poised

in that tariff, to a range of 18-23.6 €cents/kWh

customers look to energy-efficient CHP.

for success in the alternative energy segment.

for 2013, and then a 2 percent year-over-year

Pairing a biomass boiler with GE’s Clean Cycle*

And once Italy raised its feed-in tariff to 28 cents

tariff reduction for each succeeding year until

generator to create power from a boiler’s waste

per kilowatt hour over 15 years for electricity

the overall cost to subsidize renewable energy

heat will make sense, too, and more banks are

generated from biogas, the final ingredient was

sources reaches an annual cap level of

accepting available biomass as a key asset to

in place. GE Jenbacher Italy sprang into action,

€5.8 billion. Yet there are some positives in the

secure loans for small farms and family busi-

selling biogas engines with an output of more

new legislation, too. Biogas plants that reduce

nesses. Finally, there is great potential for syngas

than 400 MW to agricultural farms since 2009,

emissions below a certain threshhold get a

applications that use wood gas and other homo-

when the higher tariff (the highest in the EU)

30€/MWh bonus, biogas plants in a CHP

geneous organic wastes._

was enacted. GE’s Gas Engines business made

configuration get an extra 10€/MWh bonus,

those placements happen quickly and easily,

and if they also recover at least 60 percent of

with excellent coordination from headquarters

the nitrogen from biomass preparation they can

in Jenbach, Austria, and solid management from

extend that bonus by another 30€/MWh.

* Trademark of the General Electric Company

the global supply chain to deliver the engines on
time.

TREND ToWaRD aLTERNaTiVE FUELS. The
bigger picture shows a shift from traditional
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THE BooST FoR BioGaS. The feed-in tariff com-

fuels toward alternative and renewable sources,

bined with tax benefits for biogas plants to raise

huge potential for CHP, a demand for distributed

attractive investment possibilities for farmers,

power solutions to help Italian industries save

who could use animal manure, crops and other

on energy costs, and a bright future for natural

facts and figures:

vegetative residue to power biogas operations.

gas, biomass and syngas generation in Italy. That

Biogas success story in italy

Farms could take advantage of these incentives

bodes well for leading technologies from GE’s

Jenbacher/Waukesha installed fleet:

for plants up to 999 kW in size. However, some

Gas Engines business that harness waste from

More than 400 biogas engines

anxiety exists that the biogas investments won’t

heat, manure, wood or natural gas. Indeed, those

Total Jenbacher/Waukesha electrical output:

pay off, in part because there has been no de-

are the fuel sources of the future for Italy.

More than 400 MW

–> BioMaSS iS oNE oF THE FUEL SoURcES oF THE FUTURE FoR iTaLY
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GE’s gas engines have not only been crucial to the
success of London 2012, but also have established a more ecological business and residential
environment throughout the city. The Stratford
City and Kings Yard energy centers are expected
to support future commercial development in
East London for at least 40 years.”

GE’s cogeneration technology
helps power the Olympic Games

Two new energy centers in
London’s Stratford City and Kings
Yard areas were designed for the
Olympic Games, but now they
provide cleaner energy to East
London’s businesses and
residential areas.

The greenest olympic Games ever, London 2012 olympic Games and Paralympic Games,
put renewable and alternative energy on display, showing the world how to generate

cHP iN THE UNiTED kiNGDoM. Higher energy

reliable and efficient onsite power with a variety of fuels. GE’s Jenbacher gas engines were

costs, stricter environmental rules and growing

there, with combined heat and power solutions that enabled olympic organizers to aim for

energy demands will likely accelerate the adop-

a 20 percent annual co2 reduction.

tion of CHP installations in the United Kingdom.
While just 11 percent of the energy generation
in the EU comes from combined heat and power,
the potential exists to more than double that
number. With the aging of the power generation infrastructure in Europe – 39 percent of the
installed base is more than 30 years old

W

ith a focus on minimizing the ecological footprint of the

– the average efficiency of the continent’s total

Olympic Games, the London 2012 Organizing Committee

installed base is just 37 percent. GE can help

of the Olympic and Paralympic Games (LOCOG) put sustainability

meet the need for more efficient power with our

at the heart of its organization, placing particular emphasis on

natural gas-fueled J624 units, which have about

alternative energy resources, energy efficiency and reusing the in-

36 percent fewer emissions than power plants

frastructure following the Games. Realizing that the Games provide

producing heat and electricity separately when

the perfect opportunity to present green technologies to the world,

running for 6,000 hours a year.

the organizers enlisted combined heat and power (CHP) systems

More than 800 Jenbacher
gas engines provide
onsite power in the
United Kingdom, generating the
electricity equivalent to
the amount used by about
1.8 million EU homes.

for energy conversion and distribution of energy – and showed
how these smarter, cleaner and more efficient energy systems can
shape our future.
JENBacHER GaS ENGiNES aT THE oLYMPicS. Two new energy
centers in London’s Stratford City and Kings Yard areas supplied
10 MW of efficient power, heating and cooling for the Games – and
now they provide cleaner energy to East London’s businesses and
residential areas. Three of GE’s 3.3 MW ecomagination-qualified

In all, GE has supplied more than 800 Jenbacher

Jenbacher J620 cogeneration units are powering the energy cen-

engines for onsite power projects in the United

ters and generating electricity equivalent to the amount used by

Kingdom, representing about 8 percent of GE’s

24,000 average U.K. homes.

globally installed Jenbacher fleet. Combined,

The energy center initiative was a cornerstone of London 2012’s

these units generate electricity equivalent to the

plan to increase the use of alternative energy, water conservation

amount used by about 1.8 million EU homes.

and recycling to minimize the environmental impact of the Games.

The CHP projects in London illustrate how GE’s

The facilities helped LOCOG reduce carbon emissions while meeting

innovative distributed power solutions – which

the city’s power needs, which surged as more than 15,000 athletes

range in size from 100 kW to 100 MW – offer

and millions of spectators arrived for the Games.

industries and communities around the world

Said Simon Wright, director of infrastructure and utilities for the
Olympic Delivery Authority, “Our energy centers powered by
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the ability to generate reliable and efficient
–>

GE‘S JENBacHER GaS ENGiNES PRoViDED PoWER, HEaTiNG aND cooLiNG ...

.... FoR THE aqUaTicS cENTER’S SWiMMiNG PooLS aND oTHER VENUES aT THE LoNDoN 2012 oLYMPic GaMES

onsite power with a variety of fuels._
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Pit stop with GE service technicians
Maximum reliability, highest efficiency and minimal downtime: those are the fully understandable demands from plant operators.
at the same time, those are also the clear requirements that GE asks of our well-trained and experienced service technicians. one
of them is Dirk Schmelcher, who has worked for more than five years with Jenbacher gas engines in Germany. He and his colleagues
know exactly what is needed to carry out a major overhaul and get an engine back into operation in record time – as was recently
the case with the Jenbacher combined heat and power (cHP) plant at Nürtingen’s public utility company.

–> DiRk ScHMELcHER, WHo WoRkS aT THE coRE oF MaJoR ENERGY PLaNTS

REacHiNG THE MaxiMUM. After 60,000 hours of

experienced GE service team, which specializes

Dirk Schmelcher, service technician for GE’s

running time since it began operating in January

in working at the core of major energy plants.

Jenbacher gas engines. “In matters of service

2004 at the public utility in Nürtingen, near

To carry out the exchange of the premium long

work my colleagues and I are always the first

Stuttgart, the Jenbacher J320 gas engine

block as quickly as possible, the new unit –

point of contact for customers. Here, the excel-

reached its maximum foreseen service lifetime.

tailored to the customer’s individual needs and

lent relations we have with our customers come

For eight continuous years, the CHP plant,

equipped with the latest technology – had been

into play.”

housed inside the Rossdorf district heating

delivered earlier, before the old long block was

utility, had provided the neighboring housing

extracted.

aLWaYS aN ExcELLENT cHoicE. GE offers
three engine exhange program options, which

estate with 1.1 MW of electricity as well as a
rated 1.3 MW of heating. That earned the gas
engine – with an 86.8 percent total efficiency – a
deserved pit stop. The public utility would receive
a long block in exchange that was every bit as
good as its predecessor.

That earned the gas engine – with
an 86.8 percent total efficiency – a
deserved pit stop
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“Our work is quite easily
measureable for our customers:
A service operation needs to be
quick, reliable and efficient
so that their plant is rapidly up
and running again.”

reflect customer needs regarding cost and
downtime. These range from the least expensive
variation, the short block in which the individual
parts are serviced and replaced in the engine, up
to the genset option under which the entire unit
is exchanged.

– Dirk Schmelcher, service technician for
Jenbacher gas engines

After in-depth discussions the Rossdorf district

TEaMWoRk WTH oUR cUSToMERS. Usually the

This option involves a special matching engine

first big overhaul takes an average of six to eight

block, custom-made to the customer’s require-

THE MaJoR oVERHaUL aND THE NEW

weeks. At the Rossdorf district heating plant, the

ment. In addition to the latest technical updates,

coLLEaGUE. Downtime needed to be kept to a

overhaul was completed in a record time of only

among the advantages of this overhaul option

minimum, of course, and the successor needed

three weeks. One key reason for this was

is the rapid exchange of the long block onsite,

to be in full operation as quickly as possible.

the excellent teamwork of all those involved:

decreasing downtime.

First, the 12-metric-ton long block plus gen-

“This major overhaul of the Rossdorf district

Whichever service package the customer opts

erator had to be disconnected and removed, a

heating plant went so efficiently and reli-

for, providing the best customer support for

strenuous task that was not made any easier

ably because we carefully planned it in close

Jenbacher gas engines throughout the entire

by the existing onsite buildings. Yet despite

consultation with the customer, who in turn had

life cycle lies close to the heart of GE’s service

that difficulty, it was business as usual for the

chosen an optimal service package,” explains

technicians._

heating plant decided on the long block option.
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Exclusive service offer for biogas plants in Italy

Good. Better.
Platinum!

in 2009, binding national overall targets were created as part of the EU Directive on Renewable
Energy. italy’s energy plan foresees a rise in the production of renewable energy from 5 percent
(2009) to 17 percent (2020). GE’s Gas Engines division has developed a new contractual Service
–> TENUTA DI MAGLIANO CENTRO SOCIETA AGRICOLA

agreement (cSa) for its Jenbacher biogas engines that is aimed specifically at italian agricultural

SEMPLICE OPERATES A BIOGAS PLANT WITH A JENBACHER
J320 GAS ENGINE

plants. cSa Platinum fulfills the needs of biogas producers while also providing significant
economic advantages for the operators and minimizing the environmental impact.

W

ith 85 percent of its power coming from

needs from biogas. With this service offering,

and owner of the business. “With CSA Platinum,

imports, Italy is one of the European

downtime during the life cycle is reduced sig-

the downtime reduction is 2,000 hours over

Union’s largest energy importers. To reduce

nificantly. In addition, the CSA Platinum contract

15 years compared to a standard contract. That

energy purchases from abroad, the Italian

is designed for a lifetime of 15 years – corre-

means 2,700 tons of biomass savings and more

government has developed an attractive incen-

sponding to 120,000 service hours, or twice that

electricity production, generating approximately

tive model for producing power from renewable

of an engine.

€600,000 in additional income. These figures
speak for themselves.”

energy, including biogas.
YEaRS oF ExPERiENcE WiTH BioGaS. GE’s
Gas Engines division has worked with biogas for many years. Central to the anaerobic
fermentation of biomass (manure, maize or
grass silage, etc.) into methane is the guarantee
of a continuously running process over long
periods. Although Jenbacher gas engines have
a worldwide reputation for their reliability, and
downtime can be kept to a minimum thanks
to flexible service contracts, there is still the

“With the CSA Platinum contract, we
have 2,000 more operating hours
of electrical production, some 2,700
tons of biomass savings and
approximately 600,000 euros in
additional income. Furthermore, the
environment receives the
advantages of reduced biogas
flaring and smells. “

CSA Platinum from GE’s Gas Engines business
offers profitability after four years and reduces
biogas flaring and smells._

cSa Platinum in operation
1 x Jenbacher J320 gas engine (999 kWe) for
120,000 operating hours

– Dr. Luigi Vivarelli Colonna, operator and owner of
Tenuta di Magliano Centro Societa Agricola Semplice

GENERaLLY DURiNG aLL PLaNT DoWNTiMES:
• Reduction of biomass induction by 50 percent

question of downtime during planned service
A company in southern Tuscany, Tenuta di

tions in Italy, biogas plant operators must use

Magliano Centro Societa Agricola Semplice

every kWh of their plants even more efficiently,

operates a biogas plant with a Jenbacher J320

coMPaRiSoN FoR TWicE aN ENGiNE’S LiFETiME

and they cannot afford long periods when their

gas engine in conjunction with a CSA Platinum

(totaling 120,000 operating hours):

plants are out of action.

contract. “Our plant uses some 2.5 tons of bio-

• Biomass savings: 2,700 tons

mass per hour. During a period of downtime we
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• Flaring of the resulting biogas

intervals. Under the new altered subsidy regula-

TaiLoR-MaDE SERVicE SoLUTioN. With CSA

have to burn off 50 percent of this because we

Platinum, GE has developed a product specially

cannot simply halt the biogas fermentation pro-

designed to meet Italian power generation

cess,“ says Dr. Luigi Vivarelli Colonna, operator

PLATINUM

• additional electricity production:
2,000 operating hours
• Extra income during the engine’s life cycle
approximately €600,000
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Young talent provides efficiency and reliability

In love with technology

boarding school, a nursing home and a youth
center, help support the personal development

With four apprenticeships at the production center in Jenbach, GE’s Gas Engines business provides young peo-

of the Jenbacher apprentices in a planned way.

ple with training opportunities toward promising futures and interesting careers in the company. key elements
include use of the latest technical equipment in the in-house vocational training center, as well as the combina-

caREER WiTH TRaiNiNG aT GE’S GaS ENGiNES

tion of classroom-based and on-the-job professional training that is typical for the German-speaking world.

BUSiNESS. The well-motivated and engaged
young skilled apprentices who receive a firm
contract can expect attractive promotion opportunities up to the senior management level.

E

very year around 30 young men and women

the respective vocational profile and leads the

begin their professional careers at one of the

practical training “on the job,” as well as in its

“We take on nearly all qualified
trainees after completing their
diploma, and almost 70 percent
of them remain with us more than
five years. Some 50 percent stay
10 years, and 90 percent return to
us after further training.”
– Karl Wetzlmayer, general manager power generation

main production locations of GE’s Gas Engines

own advanced vocational training center. Train-

business in Jenbach. Awaiting them is a varied

ees progress through the respective produc-

This statistic – that after the training many of the

and intensive training program designed to pre-

tion stages of gas engines and are extensively

skilled workforce stay connected with the com-

pare them for a challenging professional career

schooled by experienced trainers (with an aver-

pany – reinforces the fact that this apprentice-

with GE. Despite the overwhelming shortage of

age of 19 years of professional experience) in

ship provides excellent in-house professional

skilled workers in Austria – especially in the area

dealing with Jenbacher gas engines, always with

preparation for the apprentices’ future careers

of Computer Numerical Control (CNC) – the plant

the needs of the global enterprise in mind.

and, at the same time, continues the high

in Jenbach succeeds again and again in the
competition for the talent of the future. In fact,
GE’s training service in Jenbach plays a leading
role in the introduction of innovative, occupational pursuits – for example in the training of
mechatronics – and sets high standards in every
area. This is illustrated by the victories of seven
apprentices from Jenbach for the state of Tirol in

standards needed to maintain the efficiency and

Having a well-trained
and skilled workforce for
the future is of
great importance in
maintaining the
high quality of
Jenbacher gas engines.

reliability of Jenbacher gas engines installed
around the world._

facts and figures:
Training at GE in Jenbach
Four apprenticeships

their respective categories in the 2012 apprentice
In addition to acquiring the skills for their

• Metal technician – mechanical engineering

respective vocations during their three-and-a-

• Metal technician – machining technology

FoRGiNG TaLENT iN JENBacH: coMBiNiNG

half- to four-year training period, the 100 or so

• Electrician

oN-THE-JoB aND cLaSSRooM-BaSED

upcoming skilled workers in Jenbach also profit

• Mechatronics technician

TRaiNiNG. Through its high standards, the

from many additional opportunities: AutoCAD

multi-year dual apprenticeship guarantees GE’s

and first-aid courses, production training, safety

Gas Engines business a well-trained and skilled

instruction courses, as well as English courses,

workforce for the future – of great importance

for instance. In Jenbach, GE also places strong

in maintaining the high quality of Jenbacher

emphasis on “soft skills.” These projects, carried

gas engines. The training center in Jenbach fills

out in the company’s own mountain cottage, a

competition of the federal state of Austria.
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at present around 100 apprentices
advanced training workshop
–> iNSiDE GE’S TRaiNiNG cENTER iN JENBacH, aUSTRia

application deadline: end of February each year
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Your opinion is important.
Win an iPhone 5!
Each cogen should cover stories that are of interest to you, and our editorial team is on a
continuous search for exciting and varying topics. It is our goal to publish a magazine that you
find appealing, both for content and design. Do you like the magazine? Do you like to read it?
What draws your attention, and what is not that interesting to you?
Let us known what you think, and you could win a new iPhone 5! Send your comments and
suggestions to +43 5244 600-527 (Fax) or email gasengines.cogen@ge.com.
The closing date is July 31, 2013, and the winner will be notified in writing.
As we continue to strive to improve cogen, your opinion is very important to us.
Please take a few minutes to let us know your thoughts.

Happy reading and good luck in the raffle!
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GE Power & Water
Gas Engines

Get the parts that
make the whole
engine better.
The Waukesha* remanufactured parts of GE.

An engine is only as good as the parts inside it, and major engine failures are often
the result of a single part out of sync. To increase performance, the Waukesha reUp
remanufactured parts program from GE designs, engineers and delivers only
genuine parts that meet GE’s own exacting standards and specifications.

* Trademark of the General Electric Company

